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Under the radar, overlooked by guidebooks, neglected by city governments, ignored by 
mainstream arts institutions, and perhaps in a garage or living room in your neighborhood, is a 
secret world of community and music. The acronym DIY (Do It Yourself) describes and defines 
spaces that offer an artistic home to creative outsiders: artists and audiences marginalized by 
age, race, class, gender preference, or any number of markers of unconventionality. Often found 
in under-utilized commercial or industrial buildings in less-desirable neighborhoods, viewed as 
degenerate or even dangerous, these spaces are nevertheless vital incubators in the cultural life 
in Seattle, the Bay Area, New York, and cities worldwide. This paper offers an ethnography of 
a vital organism of cultural infrastructure that is often overlooked.  
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DIY Music Spaces: An Origin Story and Tour of the Underground 
Out of the spotlight, ignored by censuses, overlooked by guidebooks, rejected by the 
mainstream, neglected by city governments, and hosted in your local run-down living room – 
exists a secret world of community and music. Recognized by monikers ranging from the “All 
Ages Underground,” “DIY,” “Punk Houses,” “Grassroots” and more, these cultural spaces are 
both a case study of infrastructure and human need. The acronym DIY which stands for, “Do It 
Yourself,” encapsulates the ethos of these community run spaces that champion and foster the 
creative pursuits of people excluded by the landscape of formal arts. 
The community demographic of DIY is an open and evolving umbrella of people 
rejected by institutional and mainstream spaces. Historically this has included punks, minors, 
the LGBTQI community, people of color, the (working) poor, the mentally ill, the physically ill, 
addicts, anarchists – anyone who is an unprofitable deviation from the societal mean. These 
people represent the kaleidoscopic manifestation of strange, and starving artist and are the 
living, breathing heart of DIY spaces. The deeply complex, systemic roots responsible for 
justice gaps in life and culture have pushed these demographics to the cultural margins, giving 
birth to subcultures and their subsequent spaces. DIY is the loophole in the system: it is the 
affordable, accessible, alternative for those in need of creative sanctuary. 
The objective of this case study is not to bring these places out of the margins and onto 
the mainstage or to criticize artists working in the traditional arts sector. Rather, to explore or 
conduct an ethnography of a vital organism of cultural infrastructure that is largely ignored. The 
DIY underground is rarely represented in the spectrum of what a city has to offer, but the truth 
is that DIY spaces are everywhere. They are a mycelium of humanist creative space-making and 
a lifeline for many young artists and people who need art to survive. Each one is unique in 
structure, aesthetic, and spirit, and embodies the essence of raw authenticity that most 
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metropolitan “arts” cities pride themselves for, but do very little to support. They are built, 
maintained, run, protected by regular people, and accessible to regular people in a way that 
defies society’s internalized rules of how arts spaces should function. 
History, Background and Context 
DIY and all-ages music spaces have a long history; they are neither new or novel 
phenomena. The barriers and restrictions of formal music or arts spaces have long been creating 
the demand for more accessible spaces and communities have come together to supply them. 
One of the biggest, inextricable barriers to the music world is age. 
The concept of “all-ages” spaces is inextricable from the history of DIY, especially in 
major cities. Because so much of what makes modern music spaces economically viable is the 
ability to sell alcohol, the people most in need of alternative spaces are under 21 (Stewart, 2010, 
p. 8). DIY offers the opportunity to curate, perform, and attend live music events. Additionally, 
young people are drawn to DIY and punk spaces for connection and freedom of creative 
expression: places where they can create what they want “without knowing what the rules or 
codes are” (Makagon, 2015, p.17). 
The issue of youth and music spaces is also an issue of privilege. Institutionalized music 
education is both costly and rare, not all schools offer the resources and learning spaces for 
students to foster their creative energy in that setting (Sinelnikova, 2016, p. 127). When we hold 
children to an outdated traditional standard in their early education, or deny them of that 
education completely, they will seek radical learning elsewhere. According to Sinelnikova 
(2016, p. 132), when musical education becomes aesthetic focused, it runs the risk of being an 
“introduction to artistic predilections of a privileged social minority.” 
But when children are involved in traditional spaces, there is often a more reactive and 
critical public eye. In 1985, Seattle put a piece of legislation into law called the “Teen Dance 
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Ordinance.” In the heat of the grunge explosion , local clubs and venues were filled with rowdy 
young people, drugs, and other deviant behavior. The Teen Dance Ordinance mandated that 
“venues putting on dances for teenagers…should have to get a special permit and agree to a 
series of regulations including: buying $1 million in liability insurance, 21+ only shows 
citywide, hiring off duty police officers trained in law enforcement to provide security, and 
charging a readmission fee” (Feit, 2002). 
This ridiculous law destroyed the city’s all ages venues at fertile, exciting moment in 
musical history, and resulted in a lengthy legal debate surrounding the concept of “dance.” 
Ultimately, an organization called JAMPAC (Joint Artists and Music Promotions Action 
Committee) in conjunction with the city’s Music and Youth Taskforce sued, battled, and had 
the ordinance repealed (Feit, 2002). After a tragic shooting at a DC 18+ club, musician Ian 
MacKaye testified in front of the City Council on behalf of keeping spaces open to people under 
the age of 21 (Stewart, 2010, p. 5). In his testimony he stated, “music is for all people…it’s a 
form of communication that predates language…(and) teenagers are human beings. To treat 
them like they are only fodder for either predators or business people is nuts” (Stewart, 2010, p. 
6). Many community advocates (over the age of 21) have gone on record to argue that all-ages 
spaces are not a charity option but an invitation and investment in our collective, cultural future. 
Seattle is also home to The VERA Project, an all ages music collective and arts space founded 
in 2001 by Shannon Stewart, James Keblas, and Kate Becker (Stewart, 2010, p. ix). This 
organization was built to honor and was inspired by the all-ages underground and the ways it 
fosters leadership and community for young people, especially quirky creative misfits who 
don’t mesh into the status quo (Stewart, 2010, pg. x). 
But for many, The VERA Project lives on the fine line of “establishment.” As a 
government-funded, adult-staffed organization, it lacks both the autonomy and luster of DIY 
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spaces. According to Walker and Sherwood (2003, p. 6), most people attending cultural events 
are doing so at either community, mixed use spaces or a combination of community and 
conventional arts spaces. Traditional cultural establishments while safer and legal, have some 
substantial barriers. Besides being deeply cost-prohibitive, they are subject to commercial buy-
in, alcohol sales, zoning, and other bureaucratic restrictions. As DIY is largely rooted in punk 
and its fringe sense of “caustic rebellion with a cause – to reshape and retool their lives” 
(Ensminger, 2017, p. 8), it’s unsurprising that so many all ages DIY spaces exist. 
Unlike traditional arts spaces and music venues, DIY spaces have many physical forms. 
According to the Bay Area non-profit Safer DIY Spaces, the technical definition of a DIY space 
is “commercial, mixed-use buildings occupied for under-permitted live/work or assembly 
(gatherings), usually built-out over years by low income artists, craftspeople or community 
organizers involved in some consistent form of under-the-radar cultural production long central 
to… [an] area’s vitality and diversity” (2017). 
From houses to basements, to warehouses, yards, parking lots, galleries, bars, record 
stores, studio spaces, abandoned theaters and clubs, and more; as a study of cultural 
infrastructure, this makes DIY more of a challenge to dissect. Punk DIY culture laid roots in 
dying industrial spaces, from Europe to the Rust Belt. Many considered themselves “unionist 
agitators” (Ensminger, 2017, p. 13). Where modern all-ages DIY and late 80’s rural punk 
overlap is in the spirit to make creative use of space and to question, resist, and change the 
narrative handed to them by a cis white hetero status quo (Ensminger, 2017, p. 94). Ideas can 
seem dangerous and radical when they upset order, and according to Makagon (2015, p. 38), 
“the more things seem to feel right for people in a DIY space, the more dangerous or unusual 
things would likely appear to be those outside the scene”. 
Even if they are not creating and curating punk music, the underground leans towards 
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the more subversive side of music that aims to be “more multi-genre and diverse” (Stewart, 
2010, p. xiv). Show spaces tend to fall into one of three realms: pop-ups, residential shows, or 
smaller scale grassroots spaces with attention to low rent, spatial flexibility, and locational 
accessibility. The most typical are live/work spaces where artists are provided low-cost housing 
but are responsible for an aspect of leadership within an art collective. 
However, there is so much to consider. Can people come to your shows? Does your 
space have adequate acoustics and electrical to support equipment? What are the local laws? Is 
the neighborhood suitable for noisy shows? What are your community security and 
accountability measures? How flexible is your space and community? What is the potential 
lifespan of your space? What are the potential legal ramifications (Stewart, 2010, pp. 123-125)? 
DIY communities are not looking for their venues to be unsafe or illegal, but city 
restrictions, gentrification, the status quo, and other henchmen of capitalism force these 
communities into risky spaces and situations. In an interview with Rolling Stone magazine, 
Adam Reich, the founder of Shea Stadium, a New York DIY venue, stated, “the DIY 
community can be transient. We are looking for a space where we could take some of the 
infrastructure of a larger, more legitimate venue, but apply it on a more personal level” 
(Halperin, 2018). 
Because these spaces ARE personal. After conducting a series of interviews with local 
Seattle DIY show artists and organizers, the emotional connection to both the physical spaces 
and the art itself is palpable. In the forward of Shannon Stewart’s In Every Town: An All Ages 
Music Manualfesto (2010), musician Kimya Dawson states, “community spaces just feel 
different. I feel more welcome and I trust that it’s going to be a good show when people are 
volunteering to work the event or put it on. I know that people want to be there…Start small, be 
open-minded, let everyone in.” For the marginalized, drawn to DIY, this social buy-in of 
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acceptance, freedom, and inclusion is integral. For many, their memories of inclusion and 
belonging are built into and deeply connected with the physical spaces they inhabit. 
DIY spaces are often referred to as “safe spaces” which according Evan Easthope and 
Shannon Bodrogi, Bay Area DIY veterans, hold a variety of meanings. In some instances, 
safety can refer to the social rules and mandates of respect and tolerance. In others, it can imply 
that there is community accountability in terms of fair pay and physical social 
behavior/security. In an interview Easthope said, 
There is no such thing as a completely safe space; there are dangerous people and 
ideologies wherever you go. But leaders in DIY are working to lift each other up…The 
social politics might be determined by the people running the space, but we are all 
responsible for holding each other accountable and keeping both the physical spaces and 
the people in them safe. (personal communication, 2019) 
In Seattle, there are a series of DIY spaces that focus on promoting and showcasing the 
art of queer, trans, or femme people of color. There is a big push to make intentional space for 
the voices that aren’t prioritized or valued by mainstream media. This is another aspect of 
“safeness” and part of the appeal of live/work/rock spaces. Safety in the labor of love and in the 
spirit of equity. There is a “shared togetherness” of DIY spaces (Makagon, 2015, p. 39) that is 
matched by the empowerment of being figureheads of your own culture. In theory, the most 
legitimate and genuine art is born in the least legitimate physical spaces. So much of what has 
been adopted and manufactured by the mainstream, save the lucky privileged few with the 
ability and education to insert themselves directly into the formal arts sector, started in a garage 
or basement. 
Another factor to consider is gentrification. The complicated duality of this issue is at 
the heart of DIY locations and work. The residents and community members of these spaces are 
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both hurt by and contribute to this epidemic. Seattle, a city at the whim of rapid growth from the 
tech boom, is undergoing drastic “geographic siloing” of DIY spaces (Chapman, 2017). 
Between eviction, juggling day jobs to make rent, finding time for art, and taking care of their 
creative spaces, people are disconnecting. Considering the word of mouth, invitational nature of 
how events and spaces are promoted, the distance between pockets of community is growing 
(Chapman, 2017). 
Artists are being pushed out of the city center into more affordable neighborhoods. 
These communities have more open spaces because the same rising housing costs have pushed 
out their native constituents, which often can include artists already inhabiting those 
neighborhoods. Unfortunately, and ironically, arts spaces are becoming signifiers for upcoming 
neighborhoods and attract developers (Stewart, 2010, pp. 130-132). It’s becoming nearly 
impossible for artists and genuine art spaces to exist in safe, affordable ways. 
The Ghost Ship Fire and the Future of DIY 
On December 2, 2016, thirty-six human beings died in a fire at an Oakland, CA DIY 
hotspot named the Ghost Ship. The repurposed ten thousand square foot warehouse was 
adorned wall to wall with art, instruments, textiles, bean bags, posters, old clocks, twinkle 
lights, wood floors, old lamps, and assorted artifacts (Wallace-Wells, 2016). It was an iconic 
maze and treasure hunt, but also a tinderbox of shoddy electrical work, flammable materials, 
and inadequate fire exits. Among the deceased were notable DIY artists and community 
members. 
This tragedy was a catalyst that forever changed the landscape of DIY. On one hand, 
there has been an awakening to the legal responsibilities of cities and landlords. The Ghost Ship 
itself was an unlicensed and dangerous space, but instead of stepping up to protect and support 
their young and struggling artists, city governments have been cracking down on DIY spaces 
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with evictions, code violations, and more. As Sinelnikova (2016) recalls, “the DIY creative 
community and law enforcement have been at odds for about as long as anyone can remember, 
the tragedy in Oakland is a sad and gruesome call to action…Mainstream media, however, 
continue to depict the Ghost Ship space and art spaces across the country, often worse than they 
would even the most notorious nightclub.” 
The dismissive language of the dominant narrative, and capitalist institutional 
crackdown has shut down a substantial amount of DIY spaces, further separating and isolating 
those communities. Shutting these spaces down does very little to protect people and has 
resulted in homelessness, outrage, and even deeper secrecy (Halperin, 2018). In New York, 
DIY live/work spaces were shut down in the middle of shows. In some cities, there are alt-right 
hacker groups targeting and pinpointing (doxxing) DIY music spaces for destruction, or ratting 
them out to local authorities. DIY has responded to these external threats with an uproar of 
community resources, fire code training, and even the installation of a position called the “night 
mayor” in New York that will act as a “liaison between the city, the community, and venues” 
(Halperin, 2018). 
In a statement released following the Ghost Ship fire, Seattle musician Kimya Dawson 
(2016) acknowledges the painful reality and necessity for these spaces, no matter how unsafe. 
She states, “…we take risks, playing and listening in unsafe spaces. Because when we feel like 
dying anyway the risks don’t seem as risky as the risks we already face every day. The risk of 
self destructing. There aren’t enough places for us to gather. Our favorite places get turned into 
parking lots…If I hadn’t had people inviting me to their unconventional venues over the years I 
would have been dead a long time ago. We aren’t trying to put each other in danger, we are 
trying to save each other’s lives.” Matched by city obstacles, the Ghost Ship has also brought 
the emotional value of DIY into the conversation, and that can only serve the community 





All ages, DIY spaces are an undeniable necessity to a modern arts landscape. Many 
people rely on them to survive. The leadership demonstrated by community members to find, 
organize, support, and protect each other and their art represents some of the most fundamental 
pillars of arts leadership. DIY is strong challenge to the concept of legitimacy, and what makes 
space valuable. It is a testament to flexibility, adaptability, and our future. Currently, there is a 
big push to get young people and members of DIY communities elected to local governments, 
to advocate for the preservation and protection of these valuable spaces. 
To cite one final quote from Kimya Dawson’s 2016 statement regarding the Ghost Ship 
fire, “But all we can do is art, so we meet underground. We lurk in the shadows. And there it 
isn’t about success or failure. We sing and scream and cry and laugh and dance and group hug 
like cinnamon rolls and tell each other to get home safe and stay safe and be careful because the 
world is scary, and the world is risky…So we meet in warehouses and take care of each other in 
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